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For more than four decades the main paper & board mills and converters worldwide have 
entrusted Pasaban for the design and 
manufacturing of their sheeting machines; 
Iggesund, Mondi, Naini Papers and Karton-Pak, 
among others. The key features they that seek are 
flexibility, productivity and the highest quality in 
the finished product. 

Our sheeters operate on paper, cardboard and 
cellulose and in every type of formats including 
A3, A4 and digital formats. They are the ideal 
machines for paper and cardboard producers, 
paper finishing facilities, conversion plants and printers with medium to high production 
capacities.           

The KB model, for example, is a highly demanded machine in the paper and cardboard 
manufacturing sector. Due to its many customisation options, it can be adapted extremely 
well to the customer’s specific needs. Similarly, the Compact model is a modular design 
sheeter mainly targeted for medium production capacity converters and folding carton 
printers.    
 
The lifetime of our machines is another reason why customers decide to opt for Pasaban 
Machines. We guarantee that our machines will highly perform for longer periods of time 
thanks to our maintenance and upgrades services. Some clear examples are the two 
recently upgraded KDD sheeters. Located in ITC Limited and in Domtar (USA) respectively, 
after more than 20 years of intensive use they have been successfully upgraded ensuring its 
functionality for a further 10 years.            

Pasaban is constantly innovating to provide the best solution for our customers. We apply 
all our knowledge to be able to technologically differentiate in segments as demanding as 
the security printing & banknotes. Our double rotary sheeters SPD and SP models are 
designed to cut-to-register security paper with extreme accuracy.   

To find out more about our full range of paper and cardboard sheeters, please contact us 
or download the product specs sheets from our paper sheeters section.                           

VIDEOS: Visit Pasaban Machines channel here 

http://www.pasaban.com/en-UK/news/57/iggesund-uk-renews-its-finishing-area-with-pasaban-machinery
http://www.pasaban.com/en-UK/news/52/pasaban-manufactures-two-new-paper-sheeters-for-the-naini-group-paper-mill
http://www.pasaban.com/en-UK/news/49/pasaban-provides-the-optimum-solution-for-polish-company-karton-pak
http://www.pasaban.com/en-UK/file/24/kb
http://www.pasaban.com/en-UK/file/20/compact-c145
http://www.pasaban.com/en-UK/maintenance
http://www.pasaban.com/en-UK/upgrades
http://www.pasaban.com/es-ES/ficha/25/kdd
http://www.pasaban.com/en-UK/news/47/itc-limited-chooses-pasaban-to-upgrade-one-of-its-sheeting-machines
http://www.pasaban.com/en-UK/news/61/pasaban-to-supply-an-upgrade-of-a-paper-and-board-sheeter-for-domtar-in-the-usa
http://www.pasaban.com/en-UK/file/30/spd-1700
http://www.pasaban.com/en-UK/file/29/sp-1000
http://www.pasaban.com/en-UK/contact
http://www.pasaban.com/en-UK/machines/paper-sheeter
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCB4o7f9HUkhfSMaRIrdkfig/featured

